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Brexit: the despair of the British democracy?
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Launched by David Cameron, playing the role of the sorcerer's apprentice, England’s vote is one for more social
justice. It is a vote for “being local” that calls for the overthrow of organisational and governance structures.

British public opinion has taken everyone by surprise and demanded
the termination of the country’s 43-year membership of the
European Union, an alliance built in the wake of the war. The
historical magnitude of the financial markets’ reaction demonstrates
the shock of this decision to the business environment and the fear
surrounding the start of a long period of uncertainty.
We had considered this scenario to be unlikely, but described it in
February as follows: “The end to the "European passport" for all
financial institutions based in the UK … … (will) lead to a relocation of
financial activities on the continent… Likewise, The ECB will also
renew its demand that British companies managing financial trades in
euros to relocate to the Eurozone, having been thwarted at the first
attempt by the General Court in Luxembourg, on account of the ECB
lacking the necessary competence to regulate the activities of clearing
house”.
The case of Brexit will also galvanise movements for independence
in all corners of the UK … Likewise, It will also unleash centripetal
forces within Europe …”.
Over and above the technical aspects of the process initiated in
Britain, in particular the activation of Article 50 through which the
British government must request the United Kingdom’s exit from the
Union, this vote reflects a dual phenomenon:
(i) A great need to restore social relations in the local community,
which have vanished in the whirlpool of globalisation and digitisation.
The disappearance of these social relations greatly contributed to the
onset of the financial crisis through the behaviour of players in the
business world and the abhorrence directed at banks today.
And (ii) the emergence of a form of communitarianism based on
protectionism, the lure of isolation and the fear of the other. The
European debt crisis was already a first indication that the European
Union had been given a serious blow through the convertibility of its
currency within its very borders.
The Brexit is another even more blatant event that will require many
years to measure its historical impact. According to Mr. Carney, “the
decision to leave the European Union marks a major regime
shift. In the coming years, the U.K. will redefine its openness to
the movement of goods, services, people and capital. In tandem,
a potentially broad range of regulations might change.”
One thing seems increasingly certain today: equal to our collective
surprise at the outcome of the referendum, we must prepare for the
effects – more radical than trivial – of said referendum. England
was already not included in the Eurozone; it is now leaving the
European Union. Can it enter the European Economic Area, which
includes Norway, Iceland and Lichtenstein?
Based on the reasons for the vote in favour of the Brexit (immigration
and the European budget), it is likely that that will not be a viable
solution.
There can be no participation in the European Economic Area, i.e. the
free movement of goods and services, without the free movement of
people and without a budgetary contribution that would be even
higher than the current net contribution, if we refer to the case of
Norway.
Accordingly, the isolation of the United Kingdom seems to be the
most likely hypothesis, and such a scenario will mean that
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England will become a member country of an FTA (Free Trade
Agreement), which will require negotiations on an industry-by-industry
basis.
In terms of services, and in particular financial services, London
institutions will inherit Third-Country Firms status with all that implies
regarding the marketing of financial products, capital markets,
payment service, insurance, etc.
The Bank of England did not really make the wrong diagnosis: strong
headwinds will multiply across the channel and weigh down on the
property market in particular, at least in major cities, and on the
exchange rate of the Pound Sterling: it is highly likely that, in the nottoo-distant future, “Cable” may return to the parity around which it
hovered in 1985. In any event, we are a long way from the $2/Pound
exchange rate that still prevailed in 2007.
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However, the UK referendum is probably only one factor in a much
broader movement affecting the Western world, which has led the
economic recovery following the Great Recession to go hand in hand
with a drop in productivity and a drop in the income of a significant
portion of the populations in Europe and the United States. The latter
currently feel excluded from their own society.
All of this is also happening in an environment of accelerated ageing.
The opinions of “seniors” will become increasingly important on the
political landscape of Western countries. Brexit aptly illustrates this
phenomenon: 58% of people over the age of 65 voted to leave,
whereas 64% of people under the age of 24 voted to remain.
However, the participation rates of these two populations where
82% and 35% respectively!
These ageing populations are worried, and rightly so: many of them
will have no pension (40% in the USA).
If we take the trouble to see the glass as half full, England’s vote is a
vote for more social justice; it is a vote to overthrow the structure of
the global economy, which will have to transition from Being global
and Acting local to Being local and Acting global. This will entail
the global management of local rules and the increased complexity of
regulatory frameworks, since this major trend reversal will require the
revision of organisational structures in a way that will entail
relocalisations on the political, social and economic fronts.
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About Advisors & Partners:

Advisors & Partners LLP (A&P) is an independent company providing financial, advisory and business development services to institutional
investors, asset managers and financial institutions. The company's range of services caters for investors who want access to innovative
alternative investment solutions across financial & real assets with a focus on capital preservation and risk management. Other services include
manager research, sourcing and selection, managed account solutions, portfolio construction and deal sourcing on financial and real/tangible
assets. The firm provides asset managers with access to the investor community via the A&P dedicated distribution network.

For further information about Advisors & Partners and our services, please see our website at www.advisorsandpartners.co.uk
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